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A

ll of you reading these CCI articles likely have
some involvement with condominiums.
Whether you live in one, sell them, or manage them,
you’ve undoubtedly heard some horror stories about
how awful the issues facing the condominium
community can be. Well, we’ve heard those stories,
too.
Do you fancy that your neighbour is the worst
person you’ve ever met? Do you cross the street just
to avoid that person? Does conversation die off

when they pass? Well, it may just be that there are
worse out there.
In a recent Ontario decision, you can see what it
really means to be a terrible neighbour. York
Condominium Corp. No. 137 v. Hayes was a case
decided in the Ontario Superior Court last summer.
The condominium corporation went to court to seek
an injunction, which essentially prevented a
particular unit owner from having anything to do

Continued on page 2

Changed Newsletter Delivery System

T

he Board of the North Saskatchewan Chapter
Canadian Condominium Institute has come to
the decision that it is time to join the digital age, as
virtually all other CCI Chapters have done. As a
result, printed copies of the newsletter will no longer
be provided to every unit.
A digital copy will be distributed and five printed
copies of the newsletter will be mailed to all member
condominiums. We ask the person who receives the
e-mailed copy to please forward it to all the units for
which an e-mail address is available. Also, please
place the printed copies in a location where residents
can have easy access. It is certainly our hope that all
our members will have an opportunity to read the
newsletter.

If your condominium has not already done so, we
suggest you establish an e-mail account with hotmail
or one of the other sites that provide that service.
One member of the Board can be assigned to
monitor the account. When that is in place, NSCCI
will always have a current e-mail address, even if
there is a change in the membership of the Board.
E-mail blasts are regularly distributed to the
e-mail address lists we have. To be added to the list,
please provide the following information:
Contact name
Condominium Corporation
E-mail address.
Send your request to northSaskatchewan@cci.ca.

with the condominium board, the other unit owners,
and the common property. The corporation also
asked the Court to force the unit owner to sell.

by the board and the court, to unit
owners that the declaration, bylaws
and rules are in place for a good
reason and that they will be enforced.
To permit noncompliance opens the
door to the noncompliance of other
unit owners.

The respondent in the application, the problem unit
owner, was accused of physically assaulting,
threatening and verbally abusing several other unit
owners. One such unit owner was an 80 year-old
woman, who the respondent shouted profanities and
expletives at while the elderly woman was walking
around the condominium property. The elderly
woman lived with her daughter in the condominium,
and when the daughter confronted the respondent
about the incident with her mother, the respondent
went on a rampage. As described in the legal
proceeding:
The respondent yelled at Mrs.
Agostinho and threw her bags down
on the ground. Mrs. Agostinho moved
one of the respondent's bags out of
the way and started walking up the
stairs toward the lobby of the
condominium. The respondent
grabbed Mrs. Agostinho from behind,
causing Mrs. Agostino's glasses to
fall off. The respondent picked up the
glasses and threw them away,
causing them to break. Mrs.
Agostinho tried to pull away from the
respondent. The respondent grabbed
Mrs. Agostinho's hair and then pulled
off Mrs. Agostino's jacket. The
respondent then started throwing
punches at Mrs. Agostinho's face.

and

The provisions of the Act and the
declaration, bylaws and rules are
"vital to the integrity of the title
acquired by" unit owners. Unit
owners are not only bound by the
rules and regulations but are
"entitled to insist that other unit
owners are similarly bound.

The Court refused to force the respondent to sell her
unit, and would not grant the very broad injunction
requested by the Board. However, it did provide an
order that essentially required the respondent to use
good behavior, to cease and desist from uncivil,
improper or illegal conduct that violated the Act or
rules/bylaws of the condominium, and to stay away
from her previous “victims”. The Court indicated a
desire to allow the respondent an opportunity to
demonstrate that she could learn to play well with
others.
In the event that you have condominium owners
who cannot seem to play well with others, make
note of the fact that the Ontario legislation has a
provision allowing the Court to intervene to force
compliance of the Act, bylaws, and rules and
regulations of a condominium. Saskatchewan has no
such provision, however arbitration is set out as a
method of dispute resolution.

All of the above was captured on security
cameras, which were shown in Court. There
were many witnesses to the abhorrent
behaviour of the respondent, and many other
unit owners had faced her wrath.

The moral of the story is that anyone can have a bad
neighbour, and in the event your bad neighbour
appears worse than the above case, you should
certainly talk to the Board about making things right.
The Board is there to help, and has an obligation to
keep the peace to the best of their ability. Should
intervention by the Board fail, our provincial
legislation provides for arbitration as a means of
seeking resolution.

But despite just being an interesting read of
the unbelievable acts of the respondent, the
case also makes interesting comments about
the Boards duty to unit owners. While
discussing the Board’s duty to enforce its
bylaws and rules, and provincial legislation
(in this case, Ontario), the judge makes the
comments:
One of the advantages of requiring
compliance is that a message is sent,
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2014 Fall Conference

NOTICE TO ALL North Sask. CCI Members

CANCELLATION
of May 31, 2014 Spring Seminar
Due to the inability of commitment by several speakers that were
planned for the Spring 2014 Seminar, it has become necessary to
CANCEL the planned seminar date of May 31 st, 2014.
We have arranged for re-scheduling of the NSCCI Annual Seminar to occur on
Saturday, September 13th, 2014 • 8:30am – 4:30pm, Prairieland Park Hall A.
Registration and further details will be forthcoming in July, 2014. Please watch
our website and future Newsletters for more information.
We apologize for any inconvenience to our membership and can assure you that the
re-scheduling of the seminar to September 13th will bring the subject matter originally
intended including: Fire & Safety Inspections and Issues; City of Saskatoon Noise
Bylaw; Pets and City Pet Bylaw; Communication with owners – Email and Website
use; Canadian Anti-Spam legislation and how it will affect you; WCB requirements
and hiring of maintenance personnel, etc.
Education Committee
North Sask CCI
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Get it in Writing

W

hen you hire a contractor for your home, a
pen is your most important tool!

Professional contractors always carry liability
insurance and Workplace Compensation coverage
(when required). They comply with municipal
building permit and licensing rules. This protects
you. Without this protection you could be liable for
any injuries or damages that result from your
building or renovation work. Make sure you get
proof of protection from these risks. Ask the
contractor for insurance and Workplace
Compensation certificates.

There are many experienced and reliable contractors
doing business in your community. Unfortunately,
there are also some “underground” operators who
offer a “great price" so long as nothing is written
down and you pay in cash. You want to find the
right contractor. One who is skilled, knowledgeable
and does business fairly and honestly. In short, a
professional. Don’t make the mistake of falling for
the “deal” that could turn into a real nightmare!

Make sure your written contract with the contractor
spells out who is responsible for getting building
permits and approvals. And because most
homeowner’s fire and liability insurance doesn’t
cover construction-related risks, contact your
insurance company before construction begins.
Inform them about your renovation project and make
arrangements for any additional coverage.

Finding someone who is right for you and your
project is not difficult if you take these four steps:
Step One – Get Recommendations
Start by asking friends, family members and
neighbours for recommendations. Have they hired a
contractor to do building renovations or repair work
recently? Were they happy with the contractor’s
performance? Would they hire the contractor again?
Ask about the quality of the work and whether it was
completed on time and at the agreed price.

Step Four – Get it in Writing!
Always get a written contract that states what work
will be done, what it will cost and how payments
will be made. Never agree to anything before you
have it in writing!

Make sure the contractor provided a written contract
and didn’t ask for payments in cash “under the
table.” Call the Saskatoon and Region HBA and ask
for a list of professional new homebuilders and
renovators.

A contract is important for a number of reasons.
Without one, there is little you can do if the work is
of poor quality or incomplete. You risk being
charged for more than you expected. And it’s
unlikely that you will get any warranty or after-sales
service. Also, a proper, written contact gives you
specific legal protection should your contractor go
bankrupt or fail to pay for the materials and labor
that go into your project. Without this you could
face liens and have to pay suppliers, even if you
already paid the contractor.

Step Two – Get and Check References
A good contractor has satisfied customers. Ask
contractors for a list of customer references – people
who can verify the contractor’s past performances.
Follow through and call the homeowners. Ask the
same questions as you did when gathering
recommendations. Was the work done properly?
Would the homeowners hire the contractor for future
work? If any contractor is unable or unwilling to
provide references, don’t hire them.

Be Very Careful about “Great Deals”
Not every contractor plays by the rules. Real
professionals care about their reputation. They want
every customer to be satisfied. Underground
operators don’t always care about these things. An
underground contractor may offer a very low price
provided nothing is written down and you pay cash,
without a receipt. This sort of “deal” is only possible
because they don’t do business properly. They don’t
protect you from their mistakes. If anything goes

Step Three – Get Protection from Risks
It’s important that any contractor you hire operates
their business properly. If not, you could face some
serious risks. Poor quality work, extra costs and no
warranty service are just some of the pitfalls. You
could also face very expensive legal problems.
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wrong, you could end up with serious legal and
financial problems. At the very least, there will be
little you can do about the poor quality and
incomplete work. So don’t be taken in by promises
of a low price by someone who’s cutting corners.

It could end up being a real nightmare for you and
your family. Hire a professional contractor and get
value for your money.

Reprinted with permission from the Canadian Home
Builders Association and CMHC

Chetan Thakore awarded A Canadian
Condominium Institute Award
Chetan Thakore was recently awarded the CCI
Distinguished Service Award for his significant,
long-term contribution.
Chetan was the founding member of the North
Saskatchewan Chapter. He held the position of
President for over a decade and continues to be an
integral member of the board. He advocated for
condominium issues on a wide variety of topics,
such as his article on Property Taxes in
Saskatchewan in January 2000. Chetan spent many
years growing the membership and volunteer base
in North Saskatchewan, leading to it becoming the
successful chapter it is today.
In addition to being an integral part of the North
Saskatchewan Chapter, Chetan served as a director
for 10 years on the National Board. In this capacity,
Chetan used his professional expertise to help CCI
elevate its collective knowledge and profile on
insurance issues. CCI began with a membership
survey on insurance issues. The survey results
motivated CCI to host an national Insurance
Symposium in 2005. Arising from the survey
results, CCI National and Applied Risk
Management Systems Inc. (ARMS) entered into a
joint venture agreement in 2004 to develop and
release a National Risk Management Protocol for
condominiums - a tool and program to help
condominium boards and managers assess and
respond to the insurance and governance risks in
their condominiums.

Chetan assisted many Chapters around the country
and worked to bring the National perspective and
national resources to Saskatchewan. For example, he
ensured that the National Board held one of its semiannual meetings in Saskatoon, thus enabling the
North Saskatchewan members and national directors
and chapter representatives to establish personal
contacts.
Chetan is currently the Vice President of Business
Development at Suncorp Valuations, which
specializes in insurance appraisals for condominium
corporations across Canada. He is also on the Board
of the North Saskatchewan Chapter.

Chetan was also involved in CCI’s work around
reserve fund studies, which has blossomed into
legislative requirements across the country.
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Watch what you say about your neighbor…that
could be defamation.
By Jamie Herle, B. Comm, LL.B., ACCI
WMCZ Lawyers

L

reason to sue, as long as they say it to someone else,
not just to you.

iving in a condominium makes you part of a
very close community. This close community
of people can result in many new friendships, create
a sense of belonging and security, but it can also
lead to conflict.

Defences:
In some limited circumstances defamatory
statements are acceptable. The following are
defences to a defamatory statement:
- Truth. A statement may hurt your reputation,
but if it is true the person who says it has a
valid defence if you sue them for defamation.

When a diverse group of people with different
values and beliefs live in close proximity,
co-managing a common asset, the condominium, it
seems that conflict is an inevitable part of
condominium living. Properly dealing with conflict
is vital. In the heat of the moment you may think,
say or write something mean-spirited and unkind to
another person. You must consider that your
derogatory statement can lead to a law suit and leave
you being held liable for defamation.

- Absolute privilege. People must be able to
speak freely in our justice and political
systems without worrying about being sued.
This defence is only available to certain
people in certain settings such as members of
parliament or people participating in court or
administrative tribunal proceedings.

What is defamation?
Defamation is defined as, “the communication of a
false statement that harms the reputation of an
individual.” It causes the reader or listener to think
less of the person, to ridicule them or expose such
person to hatred. Under common law, to constitute
defamation, a claim must generally be false and have
been made to someone other than the person
defamed. Communication can be verbal or written.
Verbal defamation is generally referred to as slander
and written defamation is generally referred to as
libel.

- Qualified privilege. This applies to statements
made without malice by a person who has a
public duty to make the statement or where
the statement was made in good faith to a
person with whom the person making the
statement shares a common interest.
- Fair comment. Everyone is free to comment,
even harshly, about issues of public interest,
as long as it is clear that our comments are:

The law protects people against defamation. You can
be sued for damages ($$) for harming someone
else’s reputation.

statements of opinion, not fact,
 based on facts that can be proven, and
not made maliciously.

A personal insult or a remark that only hurts your
pride is not defamation. The law protects reputation,
not feelings. So if someone calls you a lazy slob,
you might be hurt, but you would not have a
defamation complaint unless the statement was
made to another person.

It is not easy to dismiss a defamatory statement.
Once it is established that the statement is
defamatory, the person who made statement has the
burden of establishing that one or more of the
defences should apply to the statement.

If a person tells someone that you cheat in your
business dealings, then you probably do have a good

Defamation in Condominiums
Conflicts arise in many different contexts in
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It is not always success though. Hurt feelings or
pride do not amount to large damages. You must
prove that the statements were defamatory and that
there were actual damages as a result of the
statements.

condominiums - neighbourhood spats, noise,
difference of opinion in governance, parking, use of
amenities, pets, and the list goes on. Quite often
disputes end up in a war of spoken and/or written
words. In some cases those words are defamatory
and can lead to damages.

In Bird v. York Condominium Corporation No. 340
and Andrew Petroff (2002), Ms. Bird, a former
director, sued the corporation and the president of
the board, alleging defamation in slander and libel
based, respectively, on the statements of the
president and the posting of minutes by the board.

The courts have looked at defamation in a
condominium context in many cases. In Tremblay v.
Campbell (2008), the court found that the friend of a
unit owner, Mr. Campbell, wrote and published
untrue and harmful statements about the property
manager he circulated in a letter to the unit owners
and the corporation’s bank.

Ms. Bird claimed that the president defamed her at a
general meeting when the president incorrectly
stated that Ms. Bird was responsible for termination
of the corporation’s former property manager and
the problems the corporation encountered after such
termination.

In the letter Mr. Campbell accused the president, Mr.
Tremblay, of acting in a criminal and fraudulent
manner and deliberately abusing his position as
president.
Mr. Campbell put forward the defences of truth, fair
comment and qualified privilege. The court found
that none of the defences applied as the statements
were not true. The court found the actions very
serious and awarded damages in excess of $23,000.

The court found the comments to be true and that the
posting of the minutes was not malicious and not
made for any sinister motive. The posting was made
to “…communicate on-going business issues and
legal issues of interest to members of the
condominium corporation.”

Morale. A defence may only apply if the statements
you are making are true. Watch what you say. That
being said, in order to be succeessful in a defamation
law suit you must establish defamation and prove
you suffered damages.

The court found that the statements were not
defamatory and went further to comment that if they
were found to be defamatory the defences of fair
comment and qualified privilege would apply.
Conclusion
I hope this helps give you a better idea of what
defamation is and helps you to avoid it. Defamation
can arise not only in situations of conflict. You need
to be cognizant of what you are printing in your
newsletter, putting on your corporation’s website
and in your meeting minutes. When in doubt don’t
say it, re-read it later or get a second opinion before
printing something you may later regret.

In Marika Property Management Inc. v. Cappuccitti
(1997), the defendant did not put forward a defence
when he was sued by the property manager for
statements he made against the manager. However,
despite no defence, the property manager still had
the burden to prove that he suffered damages. The
property manager successfully proved damages as a
result of the statements Mr. Cappuccitti made in the
newsletter distributed to other owners. It stated that
the property manager was responsible for
unnecessary increases in the cost of cable services
and security services and that the property manager
took advantage of bookeeping errors to place liens
on units to earn a fee for providing such service to
the corporation.
The property manager proved that he suffered
damages and Mr. Cappuccitti was held responsible
to the tune of $85,000.
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Build It to Code to Minimize Damage from Frozen Water Pipes

T

building inspectors know if there is a high
probability that outdoor freezing temperatures will
occur? Section P2603.6 directs the reader to Table
R301.2 (1), a table that is filled in by the jurisdiction
upon adoption of the IRC. The column for Winter
Design Temperature is a good indicator to determine
whether the outside of the home will have a high
probability to be exposed to freezing temperatures.
Note that Winter Design Temperature is based on
Appendix D of the International Plumbing Code,
which lists minimum winter temperatures that have a
97.5 percent probability of occurring for the city
indicated. This doesn't mean that colder
temperatures will not occur. In fact, there is a 2.5
percent probability that a colder temperature will
occur. And, even though the Winter Design
Temperature is listed for a chosen city, outlying
areas, especially in regions with significant
variations in elevations, the 97.5 percent Winter
Design Temperature can be much less than indicated
in R301.2(1).

he 2012 International Residential Code is a
guide for the design of piping for freeze
protection and is coordinated with the International
Plumbing Code.
The winter of 2013–2014 will be well remembered
for extreme record-setting cold, above normal
snowfall, ice storms and water pipe damage. With
temperatures plunging to single digits across the
South, freezing temperatures in the Northwest and
way below zero in other areas that are used to cold
winters, frozen pipes and the problems they cause
have kept many contractors busy. Given these
challenging weather conditions, this article provides
International Code Council (ICC) Members—
especially code officials, building inspectors and
contractors—a brief refresher on 2012 International
Residential Code (IRC) requirements related to pipe
freezing so steps can be taken to minimize the
chances of cold weather taking its toll on pipes.
When water freezes within piping, it not only
prevents the flow of water, it can damage pipes,
fittings and fixtures. According to the Insurance
Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS),
repair costs resulting from piping damaged by
freezing costs more than $5,000, on average, for a
home. Total costs are often much more when
considering loss of use, repairs to water-damage to
the home and the replacement of damaged contents.
Therefore, providing protection for water piping and
sanitary drainage piping against freezing temperature
conditions, in accordance with the Section P2603.5 of
the code, is of critical importance.

Ultimately, the building official makes the
determination on the extent of freeze protection
necessary based on his/her experiences, the
experiences of others familiar with the area, the type
of construction and the consistency of recent low
temperatures in specific localities. In areas where
freezing conditions are common, inspectors and
contractors have long been accustomed to the
necessary measures for protecting pipes from
freezing. However, in other areas that rarely
experience freezing conditions piping is less likely
to be adequately protected from freezing. Unusually
cold temperatures can and do cause failures in these
unprotected or under-protected pipes. Generally,
freezing of unprotected pipes begins to occur when
outdoor temperatures drop to 20 degrees Fahrenheit
(-7 degrees Celsius), according to IBHS.

The IRC takes a realistic approach to the need for
protecting water, soil or waste piping from damage
due to freezing. Piping conveying water or
wastewater in uninsulated spaces like attics, crawl
spaces and outside walls may be vulnerable to
freezing, especially if there are cracks or openings
that allow cold, outside air to flow across the pipes.
Ideally, in geographic areas where there is a high
probability that freezing outdoor temperatures will
occur, piping should not be installed within exterior
walls or in unconditioned spaces. However, the IRC
recognizes that such piping arrangements are not
always possible and allows for piping to be protected
from freezing by insulation, heat or both. So how do

The actual temperatures in an unconditioned space
and the amount of insulation or heat required to
protect piping will vary with the location of the pipe,
the type of piping and the type of construction,
according IBHS's Guide on Freezing and Bursting
Pipes. IBHS notes that ice forming in a pipe does not
typically cause a break where the ice blockage
occurs. The radial expansion of ice against the wall
of the pipe usually does not cause the pipe to fail.
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water supply can be shut off and water drained from
the hose bibb during cold periods. This section
includes an exception for frost-proof hose bibbs
installed such that the stem extends through the
building insulation into heated or semi-conditioned
space, as shown below in Figure P2903.10 from the
2012 IRC.

Instead, after a complete ice blockage forms in the
pipe, continued freezing and length expansion of the
frozen slug inside the pipe causes the water pressure
to increase between the ice blockage and a closed
faucet or another ice blockage. It is this increase in
water pressure that leads to pipe failure. Because of
this, the pipe often bursts where little or no ice has
formed. Where there are not any check valves or
backflow prevention devices, pressure increases
upstream from an ice blockage are absorbed by the
source of the water supply to the system. Sometimes
piping in outside walls or in unconditioned spaces
can be protected adequately by placement within the
building's thermal envelope insulation. In colder
climates, insulation on the pipe itself and/or a heat
source such as a piping-compatible electric heating
tape may be needed. The IPC Commentary states,
"there must always be a heat source along with an
appropriate insulation thickness in order to protect
pipes from freezing conditions. Insulation itself
(without a heat source) cannot protect a pipe from
freezing; insulation only slows the rate of heat loss."
Air sealing of is also an important measure to
prevent cold outdoor air from coming in direct
contact with piping.

The location of backflow devices that are subject to
freezing is also of concern. In accordance with
Section P2902.6 of the IRC, such devices must not be
located in areas subject to freezing except where the
devices can be removed by means of unions (and
stored in a heated area), or are protected by heat,
insulation or both. If outdoor enclosures for backflow
devices are used to protect backflow devices that
must remain in service, those enclosures must comply
with ASSE 1060, Performance Requirements for
Outdoor Enclosures for Fluid Conveying
Components.
Dry-Type Pendent Sprinkler
Freeze protection must also be considered for
buildings fire sprinkler systems, especially where
piping is installed in unconditioned spaces such as
unheated attics. Where sprinklers are
re quired in areas that are subject to
freezing, IRC Section P2904.2.3 requires
dry-side wall or dry pendent sprinklers
extending from an area not subject to
freezing to the area be protected by the
sprinkler. NFPA 13D also contains detailed
requirements for insulation methods for
protecting sprinkler system piping for outdoor
temperatures as low as minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
IRC Section P2904.1 does not allow residential fire
sprinkler systems that contain an antifreeze solution,
preventing that method of freeze protection. While
NFPA 13D does allow the use of anti-freeze
solutions, it also requires those solutions to be listed.
Some types and concentrations of anti-freeze
solutions are flammable and can accelerate a fire
instead of extinguishing it. At the time of writing,
there are not any listed anti-freeze products available,
thus preventing the use of antifreeze in sprinkler
systems under NFPA 13D.

In accordance with IRC Section P2603.5, water
piping that is located outdoors and underground,
must be buried not less than 12 inches (305 mm)
deep and not less than 6 inches (152 mm) below the
frost line depth which is also indicated by the
jurisdiction in Table R301.2(1). However, local
conditions might require a deeper burial depth
because of soil types and locality-specific frost line
depth. Such requirements are usually written in
amendments made to the code by local jurisdictions.
Section P2903.10 covers freeze protection for hose
bibbs (including the "frost-proof" types) subject to
freezing temperatures. The water supply to these
hose bibbs must be equipped with an accessible stop
-and-waste type valve inside the building so that the

Finally, a word about thawing frozen piping, which is
not addressed by code. Where ice blockages form, it
is important to immediately shut off the water supply
to the piping and follow the pipe manufacturers'
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guidance for corrective action for the type of pipe
and fittings used. Consider resources such as the
Plastic Pipe and Fitting Association's User Bulletin
10–12, Thawing Thermoplastic Pipes or the Design

installation, homes built to the latest residential codes
should be adequately protected against most outdoor
freezing temperatures. And as technology changes so
will the International Codes.

Guide—Residential PEX Water Supply Plumbing
Systems, produced by PPI, PPFA, ICC-ES and the

Want to learn more? Check out the resources listed
for even more information on pipe freezing:

Home Innovations Laboratory. Open flames should
never be used to thaw piping.

2012 International Plumbing Code and Commentary
Guide on Freezing and Bursting Pipes (IBHS)
User Bulletin 10–12 Thawing Thermoplastic Pipes
(PPFA)
Design Guide—Residential PEX Water Supply
Plumbing Systems (ICC, PPFA, PPI, Home
Innovations Laboratory)

After thawing and inspecting piping for any damage
that may have resulted, the installation should be
inspected to determine the cause of the failure.
Repairs should comply with both applicable codes
and manufacturers installation instructions.
With careful adherence to the code, a solid
knowledge of local conditions, and quality

Reprinted with permission.

Who Pays for Damages After a Flood?

W

both the units and the common elements after

e were recently asked to provide advice
following a flood in a condominium unit.
The condominium corporation was surprised to hear
that it may have the obligation to repair the unit
despite the fact that the damage was limited to the
unit.

damage, subject to any provision of the declaration
which may alter the corporation’s obligations and
which may impose an obligation on the unit owner
to repair his or her unit after damage.

The corporation’s obligation to obtain insurance
coverage

To better understand the obligations of the owners
and those of the condominium corporation in the
case of a flood, it is important to understand the
difference between the obligations to “maintain” and
the obligation to “repair after damage”.

Section 99(1) of the Act provides that the
condominium corporation has the obligation to
obtain insurance to cover damage to both the unit
and the common elements caused by major perils,
such as a “fire, lightning, smoke, windstorm, hail,
explosion, water escape, strikes, riots or civil
commotion, impact by aircraft or vehicles,
vandalism or malicious acts” or other perils that a
declaration or by-law may specify.

Obligation to “maintain”
Section 90 of the Condominium Act, 1998 (the
“Act”) provides that the condominium corporation
has the obligation to maintain the common elements
and that each owner has the obligation to maintain
his or her own unit. Most declarations will reiterate
the owner’s obligation to maintain his or her unit to
the standard of a “prudent owner” and provide that
each owner shall be responsible for all damages to
any and all other units and to the common elements
which are caused by his or her failure to maintain his
or her unit.

The owner’s responsibility to obtain insurance
coverage
While the corporation has the obligation to maintain
a certain level of insurance coverage for damage to
the units, the owner is responsible to obtain and
maintain sufficient insurance to cover any damage to
any personal property within his or her unit such as:
 Furnishings;
 Fixtures;
 Equipment;

Obligation to “repair after damage”
On the other hand, section 89 of the Act imposes an
obligation on the condominium corporation to repair
10

Decorations;
Personal property; and
Chattels,
as well as any improvements or additions to the
standard unit.

pay the deductible, if any. However, there are
exceptions to that. For instance, if the owner has
caused the damage to his unit through an act or
omission, the owner is responsible to pay the
deductible. Section 105(3) of the Act provides for a
further exception, which allows the condominium
corporation to pass to the owner the responsibility
for the deductible if it has adopted a by-law to that
effect.





The Act does not impose an obligation on the owner
to maintain insurance, but in many declarations this
is an obligation imposed on the unit owner.

Who is responsible to pay for damages caused by
a flood?

In sum, in order to determine whether the
Corporation or the unit owner is responsible to
repair damage caused to a unit or payment of the
insurance deductible, it will be necessary to refer to
the Act, the Declaration and the condominium bylaws, as there is no “one-size fits all” answer to this
question.

The unit owner will be responsible for all costs
related to damage to his/her personal possessions
and any improvements or additions to the standard
unit, whether or not the owner has maintained
insurance. The condominium corporation’s
insurance will pay for the cost of repairing the
damage to the standard unit.

Note: In the article the reference numbers refer to
the Ontario Condominium Act. Reference numbers
will be different fro the Saskatchewan Act.

Who is responsible to pay the insurance
deductible?

Reprinted with permission from the Condo Reporter

As a starting point, section 105 of the Act provides
that the condominium corporation is responsible to
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Where does a condo corporation’s insurance policy
end and a resident’s policy begin?
By Ryan Michel

T

here are a few key differences between a condo
resident’s personal insurance policy and the
insurance policies that condo corporations purchase
for their properties. The main differences centre on
what parts of the building are covered, and who is
responsible for repairs or liability in the event of a
situation that results in a claim.

Renters and roommates
It’s important to remember that an owner’s
personal insurance policy will protect condo
owners, but will not cover losses for
roommates or tenants who are paying rent to
live in a condo. Renters can be covered by a
separate tenant policy.

Condo corporations
A condominium corporation’s policy is a commercial
insurance policy that covers damages and liability
affecting all common elements in the building. Each
condominium has its own definition for what
constitutes a common element — a condo board
should be able to provide residents with a clear
definition of these elements.

An important point for condo owners to
consider relates to their building’s deductible.
In some cases, residents have found
themselves underinsured and paying out of
pocket to help cover their building’s deductible
after a claim. It is important that condo
corporations explore ways to help residents
and potential buyers understand these
differences so that everyone is protected if the
unexpected should happen. Being wellinformed is the best defense against the
unexpected.

Premiums on this policy are paid by the corporation,
and in the case of a loss or damage, the corporation is
responsible for dealing with the insurance claim. The
residents of a condominium typically pay a share of
the deductible in the event of a loss.

Ryan Michel has worked in the insurance
industry since 1996. He is currently vicepresident and chief risk officer of enterprise
risk management with Allstate Canada.

Owners
An owner’s personal insurance policy is a consumer
policy that individual condo owners are responsible
for purchasing. Condo owners pay the premiums on
their own policies, which cover everything in their
unit that is not deemed a common element. This
policy also protects the resident’s contents and
provides liability coverage for issues that originate in
their unit. Personal insurance policies will also kick
in if damage to a common element of the building
requires residents to pay a portion of the building’s
deductible.

“This article originally appeared on the REMI
Network”(www.reminetwork.com) and was
reprinted with permission

Like all home insurance policies, a resident’s
insurance policy also includes a liability component
that protects the resident outside of their home. For
example, if a resident visits a friend’s home and
shatters their glass door, the resident’s policy will
protect them if they’re liable for the damage.
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We Want To Hear From You

We Invite You to Become a Member
CCI welcomes all persons and businesses with
interests in the condominium community to become
members. Join the CCI Chapter in your area and
receive the benefits of belonging to the only national
condominium organization in Canada.
CCI membership entitles each member to:
 One vote at the Chapter general meetings
 One vote at the National Annual General
Meeting in Toronto
 The right to run for office at the Chapter and
National levels
 Copies of Chapter and National newsletters
 Access to Chapter education programs at
member rates
 Information about member trades, services and
professionals
 Access to an informal network of condominium
professionals across Canada.
Each Chapter may provide additional membership
benefits. Membership fees are set by the Chapter.

The NSCCI Board would be pleased to receive your
comments about articles in the newsletter or
presentations at the seminars. Were the topics
helpful for you? Do you have questions you wish
the Board to answer?
Are there topics you would like the Board to address
either in the newsletter or at a seminar? You can
write or e-mail and we will make every effort to
answer your request.
Have you faced a difficult problem in your condo for
which you found a solution. Perhaps others have
also had the same experience. - why not share your
success stories.
If you submit a letter to the editor, with your
permission it will be published in the next issue.
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North Saskatchewan Chapter, CCI
Professional and Trade Sponsor Members
Name
Insurance Brokers
Butler Byers Insurance Ltd.
Rayner Agencies
Lawyers
Macpherson Leslie & Tyerman
The W Law Group
WMCZ Lawyers
Property Managers
Alron Management & Services
Elite Property Management Ltd.
Hallmark Realty
Donna Singbeil
Innovative Residential Investments Inc.
P. A. Rental and Leasing Services Ltd.
Turanich Acquisitions Management
Trade Sponsor
Suncorp Valuations Ltd.
First on Site
WSE Technologies

Contact

Phone

Tony Lazurko
Elaine Pegg

653-2233
373-0663

Naheed Bardai
K. Lilly Arvanitis-Ballantyne
Jamie Herle

975-7145
659-1219

Ron Klassen
Roger Wilson
Dave Anderson
c/o ICR Commercial
Tyler Mathies
Jonathon Smith
Suzanne Turanich

244-2778
956-0044
222-7666
664-6118
979-7421
922-7771
241-4544

Devin Baker
Tiago Moreira
Larry Fedoruk

652-0311
978-6600
244-8808
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How To Access the CCI Website

Advertising Rates

There is an abundant amount of valuable
information on the Canadian Condominium Institute
website. The website address is www.cci.ca.

Consider placing an advertisement in the Condo
Voice. It is distributed to approximately 4000
households, primarily in Saskatoon.

Part of the website is for members only. To access
the members section you will be asked for your ID
number and password. Please contact a member of
your condominium board for that information.

Condo Voice Advertisement Prices Per Issue
Business card 3 ½ wide x 2 inches deep $ 95.00
1/8 page 3½ wide x 2½ inches deep
$125.00
1/4 page 3½ wide x 5 inches deep
$140.00
1/2 page 7½ wide x 5 inches deep
$260.00
Full page 7½ wide x 10 inches deep
$500.00
To book an advertisement space or for more
information contact Mona Chappell monachappell@sasktel.net.

Individual NSCCI Chapter Members
Gordon Dick
Distinguished Service Award
CCI National Board

NSCCI Board Members
Jamie Herle – President
Dave Anderson
Devin Baker
Mona Chappell
Lynne Clark
Lexi Jamieson
Tony Lazurko
Nancy McIntyre
Lynne Nastiuk
Norm Osback
Elaine Pegg
Kevin Skauge
Donna Singbeil
Chetan Thakore
Doreen Whitlock
Newsletter Editor Mona Chappell

Membership Fees 2013- 2014
Individuals
12- 6 units
7 - 24 units
25 - 50 units
51+ units
Professional
Business partner

$80
$90
$115
$150
$200
$200
$300

Make cheques payable to:
CCI North Saskatchewan Chapter
P.O. Box 7074
Saskatoon SK S7K 4J1
For more information visit the CCI website
www.nscci.ca

Canadian Condominium Institute
North Saskatchewan Chapter
Box 7074
Saskatoon, SK S7K 4J1
NorthSaskatchewan@cci.ca
www.http://cci.ca/NorthSaskatchewan/
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